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Switzerland's Underground - Part 1

in 2011 during other construction work

- and not even anyone in the Defence

Ministry knew or found any record of its

existence!

Water
20% of Switzerland's water is taken from
lakes, forced past turbines and fed into
reservoirs where it is stored to eventually
become clean drinking water. The other
80% comes from underground springs
and bores. Switzerland's drinking water
circulates through a net of 53,000 km
of underground pipes to reach every
settlement and tap. Waste water is

then fed though further underground
channels to purification plants. Small

hydro power stations have now even

been established to make use of this

fast flowing waste water, as in Chur.

Hydro Electricity
A major portion of collected water is

used to generate electricity and this

occurs mainly underground. The 1300

plus large and small power stations

basically function just like water wheels

which turn the power generator. Every

single drop of water travels past an

average of 10 turbines on its journey
from one station to the next. The water

passes through multiple pipelines and

ducts in the mountain massifs: from one

valley to the other, from one reservoir to
the next turbine.

Construction of one such generating
system, Oberhasli, in and around
the Grimsel and Susten mountains,
commenced in the 1920s and has

expanded in size with increased

demand. Only the mountain lakes
and transmission lines are visible
though - most of the facility is situated
underground. Inside these huge
mountain ranges are over 100 km of
road and rail tunnels, allowing secure
passage, as well as ensuring continuous
access to all the underground power
stations. The water from the many
mountain lakes travels through
numerous waterways, reservoirs and
pipelines to reach nine power stations
totalling 29 turbines - all unseen - but
now producing power for over one
million people, as well as providing over
500 jobs.

The uninitiated would certainly become
hopelessly lost within this alpine labyrinth,
with many parts only accessible on

Introduction
Under Switzerland there is a second
nation: a Switzerland beneath the earth

- a hidden realm not visible from above;
established over the past 150 years.
If all the man-made caverns, ducts,
galleries, bunkers and tunnels were put
in a row, they would reach over 3,700
km (approx. Sydney to Perth). Many
parts have only restricted access, and
the common saying that Switzerland is

as full of holes as Emmental cheese is

actually quite correct!

This underground world reflects
an important Swiss requirement -
security! It provides for many diverse
needs: fast and secure transport links

(particularly in Winter); home bunkers
to protect the civilian population;
independent electricity supply;
fortified sites providing armed military
protection; secure research and
development sites; safe storage of
sensitive information and data; and the
concealment of valuables.

Very few parts of Switzerland have
been hollowed out for the value of

any sort of mined raw materials - on
the contrary, it has occurred solely
for the value of the voids and hollows
themselves, which fulfil many specific
purposes. The Gotthard Rail Tunnel is

one of the most prominent examples

- travel time through this North-South
mountain void has been substantially
reduced.

However, sometimes the intentions
behind creating these underground
hollows have lost their worth over
time. Hundreds of Swiss Army sites
have eventually become redundant for
various reasons: because of their age,
weakness or incorrect positions; or
simply because they were no longer
needed. Some well-intentioned tunnel
builds have even later been written off

- a 5km stretch diverging off the main
Furka Tunnel line was never used and
has since been blocked off! As well, the
2km SBB Lenten Tunnel under Zürich
was no longer needed around 1989
and so was unceremoniously filled in.

An an old Commando bunker in Canton
Aargau was unexpectedly discovered

A part of the Oberhasli underground pump station
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foot. Many cable railways and cable car
lines have also since been established
by the Oberhasli power company to
improve access and some of these have

now also become tourist attractions.
Construction here is ongoing, with plans
for more water catchments and power
generators. The availability of this sort
of renewable energy leaves Switzerland
well positioned for future power needs,
with the added advantage of maintaining
price stability.

And the next innovative pump storage
plants and reservoirs are already under
construction - the Mammutwerken at

Linth-Limmern, Canton Glarus, and
Nant de Drance, Canton Vallais. At the
heart of each site will be the enormous
underground caverns containing the
actual generating plants: at 52m high
and 32m wide; and 154m and 194m

long respectively. The construction of

many kilometres of underground access
tunnels, galleries and pipelines will also
be required, and each site will eventually
produce the same amount of energy
as the current atomic power station of
Goesgin.

The underground voids currently
housing Switzerland's hydro power
stations, if put side by side, would be

over 800 km long, equal to if a tunnel

were built from Whangarei to Wellington!

Articled compiled by Beatrice

Leuenberger - translated from articles
in Schweizer Familie

More of Switzerland's Underground in the next
issue of the Helvetia

Basler Fasnacht (Carnival)

The Basler Fasnacht starts on the
Monday after Ash Wednesday at
precisely 4:00 am with the so-called
Morgestreich. The carnival lasts for
exactly 72 hours and, therefore, ends
on Thursday morning at 4:00 am.
During this time the Fasnächtier (the
participants) dominate the old town of
central Basel, running free in the streets
and restaurants. Basler Fasnacht is

often referred to as die drey scheenschte
Dääg ("the three most beautiful days").

The approximately 18,000 active
Fasnächtier dress up in a wide variety of

costumes, including a mask known as a
Larve. Participants are fully concealed and
must remain incognito while parading; it is

considered inappropriate and a breach of

protocol to identify oneself by removing
the mask, other than during official breaks
from the parade. Members of the various
Cliques wear costumes that fit a specific
theme, except during Morgestreich and

on Fasnacht Tuesday. Costumes and
masks commonly represent famous
people including politicians, or even
comic characters or animals. More
traditional masks recall Napoleonic
soldiers, harlequins (Harlekin) and the
famous Waggis.

According to some local historians, the
throwing of confetti is a typical tradition
from Basel that later spread to the rest
of the world. While there is no proof
for this theory, the amount of confetti
used during Basier Fasnacht is huge in

comparison to other carnivals.

Originally, sweets in the form of small

sugar balls known as confetti (an
Italian name, similar to the English
confectionery) were given away or
thrown at the crowd during the parade.
After this practice was prohibited in the
19th century, small shards of paper
were used as a replacement. Until it was
banned in the second half of the 20th
century, it was also common to use
straw instead of confetti, although wheat
chaff is still sometimes thrown in some
of the outlying towns and regions.

In the Basel German dialect, confetti
is called Räppli, and only single-
coloured confetti can be purchased
in Basel. Confetti is available in all

possible colours, but never mixed. This
was decided by the regional confetti
manufacturers to prevent the once-
common practice of reselling "used"
confetti. Throwing mixed confetti is seen
as very bad form, since one would have
picked it up from the street, which is

obviously an unhygienic practice.

For spectators, there is the ever-present
danger of being attacked from behind by
a confetti-throwing Waggis, especially
if not wearing a Carnival badge known
as a Blaggedde (which sounds similar
to plaquette to French and English
listeners). It is an unwritten law that
masked and/or costumed participants
are not subject to confetti attacks.

By the evening, the routes of the
Cortège are ankle-deep in confetti.
Even so, Basel's sanitation department
succeeds in clearing away this mess
within two hours during the night, so,
by the following morning, there Is little
evidence of the previous day's events.

Marching brass bands playing
Guggenmusik are another formation
present during Carnival. Although the
Guggemusik groups do not participate
on Morgestreich, they march and play
throughout Fasnacht, starting with the
Cortège on Monday, and are showcased
on Tuesday night when they perform in

Guggeconcerts in various locations.

It remains unclear exactly why Carnival
starts one week later in Basel than
elsewhere in Switzerland or Germany.
The common explanation is that after the
Reformation in 1520, Basel continued
celebrating its Fasnacht, while the other
regions officially stopped. It is said,
that in order to differ from the Catholic
customs, Fasnacht was scheduled one
week later starting in 1529. There are no
documents from this era supporting this
theory, and the resolutions from 1529
were not quoted until 200 years later.

Historians note that the Catholic carnival
date was rescheduled six days earlier in
1091 in the Council of Benevent, because
the Sundays were excluded from the 40-
day fasting period before Easter, making
Ash Wednesday the first day of Lent.
From then until the 16th century, the
two carnival dates existed. The first one,
ending on Ash Wednesday, was known
as the Herren- or Pfaffenfasnacht (lords'
or priests' carnival) and was observed
by those members of the higher
echelons of society. The second, one
week later at the old time, was known as

Continued on page 13
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The Apprentice Yodeller

Why would a

young man join a

group of older and

very experienced
Swiss yodellers
when he was born
and educated in

Auckland and is

a descendant of a

family who, for more than 6 generations,
have lived down under?

I first noticed Frederick Conquer
when the Swiss Kiwi Yodellers were
performing at a function in Hamilton.

Curiosity got the better of me and I

contacted Frederick to find out.
This gregarious, intelligent young man's

life took on a new dimension when he

found himself looking for an overseas
adventure after finishing college. He

opted for a student's overseas exchange
with AFS, studying in Liestal, Basel-
Landschaft, living with a wonderful host
family whom Frederick now considers
his Swiss relatives.

Liestal is just outside of Basel and
dates back at least to Roman times.
Like many small Swiss cities, it has
the most amazing feel which Frederick
enjoyed immensely. The tangible history,
the people, and the old town were
captivating.

Whilst living with his host family (Marion,
Gerhard, Julian, and Gregor) he lapped

up the cultural differences, taking part in

festivals and events across Switzerland:
like Fasnacht, l'Escalade, Sechseläuten,
Zibelemärit and many others. When
studies allowed, (or sometimes even if

they didn't) he explored every Canton in

Switzerland and enjoyed skiing, hiking
and swimming in the Rhine.

He also enjoyed cooking and made

good use of Betti Bossi recipes as
well as introducing his host family to
NZ foods such as pavlovas and anzac
bicuits (although he did have to have a

major hunt in food stores for the golden

syrup!!!).

Eventually Frederick returned to NZ

and completed a Bachelor of Commerce

and a Diploma of Languages in German

at Auckland University before beginning

work at Fonterra in Global Supply Chain.

"I love cheese, and it was of no surprise

to anyone that I decided to work for a

dairy company."

Frederick has mostly lived in rural

settings and currently lives rurally on the

edge of Auckland. "It makes for a long

commute but I enjoy living there," he said.

In 2015 he decided that he wanted to

spend a bit more time around Swiss-

German language and also had an

interest in music. Attending the Auckland

Swiss Market, he heard the Swiss Kiwi
Yodellers - here was an opportunity to
fulfil both his wishes.

"What better way than joining the
yodel group, an interesting and unusual
group/type of music, but I have really
enjoyed it. I sing first tenor with Kurt, who
has been very helpful with the singing,
Albert and Oscar with the alphorn. All

of the group have been very welcoming
and supportive. Remembering the lyrics
is tricky but my grandmother is a music
teacher and has been a lot of help as her
musical ear is well tuned!"

"The rehearsals," Frederick tells me,
"are a bit sporadic due to the lifestyles
that the Auckland Swiss Yodel group
lead with many of the retired members
travelling and thus unavailable for regular
rehearsals."

Frederick's wish is that more people
like himself whatever age, whatever
background, with an interest in different
forms of music and singing, come join
the group.

At 24 years of age, Frederick has

many years of yodelling and alphorn
playing ahead of him. You never know,
he may eventually end up in Switzerland
furthering the skills he is learning in NZ.

Compiled by Heidi Wehrle

Sources: tittps://www.facebook.com/Swiss-Kiwi-Yodel-
Group- 146962265371734/

http://yodelgroup. wixsite.com/swiss-kiwi-yodlers

Yodelling earmarked for
UNESCO World Heritage status

Switzerland plans to request alpine art of

yodelling added to UNESCO list of world's

protected "intangible heritage"

The alpine art of yodelling may soon be

awarded UNESCO World Heritage status if

Switzerland gets its way. The Swiss government
has announced a list of eight traditions it

wants added to the World Heritage list.

Yodelling may seem a strange addition to a

list that currently features the Taj Mahal, the

historic centre of Rome and Stonehenge but
it follows in the footsteps of the Argentinian

tango, the Mediterranean diet and falconry,
all of which have already been given World

Hertiage status by UNESCO.

Originally, the World Heritage list was
reserved for buildings, monuments and sites of
natural beauty but in 2003, UNESCO agreed
to start adding "intangible heritage", and
since then a number of more eccentric choices

have been added to the list.

Source: http://www. telegraph, co.uk/
By Justin Huggler, Berlin

To see what else is on the list view

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMMC48u55K8

Continued from page 11

the Bauernfasnacht (farmers' carnival).
Afterwards, only this second carnival

was celebrated in Basel. Today, the
Carnival of Basel is said to be "the only
Protestant carnival in the world".

*WWW ick-k

Fastnachtkuechlein
(Oehrli or Chnaeublaetze) translated
Carnival Cakes (Ears or Knee patches)

Recipe

2 Eggs
4 Tbsp Cream
1 pinch salt
2 Tbsp Sugar
250-300g Flour

Beat eggs, salt, sugar and cream
together. Add flour and knead together on
a board until the dough has air bubbles.
Add only enough flour so that dough
is of smooth consistency and easy to
pull apart. Let the dough rest for half
an hour in a warm room and then cut
into bite size pieces. Roll these out until

paper- thin and continue to make thinner

by pulling between fingers or best
done over your knees (hence where the
name Knee patches comes from). Lay
these thin pieces out on cotton sheets
to dry and then cook in a deep pan of
very hot cooking oil until golden brown.
It is easiest to use two wooden sticks to
scrunch up and turn in the cooking oil.

Once cooled sprinkled with icing sugar
and they ready to eat or store in a dry
air-tight container.

My Mum has made these for many
years, starting in the early years of
settling in Hamilton and then for about the
next forty or fifty years. She used to
make about 50 at a time and store them
in biscuit tins in the hope they would last
for several weeks.

In the last few years one of our Hamilton
Club members Rinaldo Rust together
with his wife Gritli have made them and
brought them along to our annual picnic
- see photo. For many people this has

brought back fond memories of having
them in Switzerland where you can buy
them at the local supermarket or bakery
if you don't want to go to the trouble of
making them yourself. Compiled by Anita Zuber
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